March /April 2019. Maintenance and safety checks of buildings and grounds, seasonal mowing, firewood cutting
splitting and stacking, storm clean-up, shelter house and toilet cleaning, litter pick-up and disposal, road grading,
snowplowing, trail maintenance, equipment maintenance, scheduling shelter rentals and collecting shelter and
camping fees, drinking water sampling . Shelter houses and Lodge are used every weekend by scouts, families and
other groups. Natural Resource Center Educational Staff teaching school groups / Summer Camps at Russell Woods
and making classroom visits. PDRMA Risk Management and Loss Control review and forest preserve safety in progress
for 2019 compliance.

Joretta and Jim Chambers donated 60 acres and sold 180 acres along the Kishwaukee River to the Forest
Preserve District for a future Conservation, Recreation and Environmental Education area. Thank You !

As Adventure Works continues to fulfill its mission, guiding youth in overcoming life challenges through
adventure-based counseling and education, the DeKalb County Forest Preserve District remains an
integral part of our work. Adventure Works provides an engaging option of counseling for children and
adolescents who traditionally do not thrive in office-based talk therapy and allows youth living in poverty to
have experiences they would otherwise not have. Adventure Works’ mission is “guiding youth in overcoming
life challenges through adventure based counseling and education.” It offers expressive, experiential outdoor
behavioral healthcare, outdoor education and prevention, and positive youth development programming to
all children regardless of their ability to pay.
The DeKalb County Forest Preserves play a vital role in our work. Developing a sense of connection to
the outdoors is a primary component of our programming. Each year Adventure Works introduces the forest
preserves to over 300 youth, many of whom gain life changing perspective through interacting with the
natural world. Adventure Works strives to enhance this outdoor connection in order to strengthen character
and compassion, build confidence and competence, and to elicit a desire to give back, or contribute to the
community.
Thank you very much for the work you do in our County’s preserves and for your partnership in our important
work. Adventure Works sincerely appreciates the Forest Preserve’s ongoing support.
Sincerely,
Lynette Spencer, MSW, LCSW
Executive Director

Adventure Works at Wilkinson Marsh

Girl Scouts at MacQueen Forest Preserve

Prairie and Oak Savannah burn at Prairie Oaks Forest Preserve . See attached 2019 Burn Report

Forest Preserve staff, volunteers ( and N.I.U. Biology Major students learn about burn
management practices) .

and a few months after the burn….

DeKalb County Sherriff‘s Department patrols all Forest Preserves helping make the
Forest Preserves safe and enjoyable for visitors…. Thank you !

Scouts use forest preserve shelters most weekends… shown here is Sannauk Forest Preserve
Scout weekend “shelter camping”

Forest Preserve staff puts out Bluebird nesting boxes made by Volunteer Land Stewards

Eastern Bluebird

Somonauk Trail Construction continues ……

Sycamore Forest Preserve picnic

DeKalb Kishwaukee Kiwanis 20th year
Earth Day DeKalb / Sycamore Trail
litter clean up.
Thank you !

Sycamore Lion Ed Kuhn ( in photo ) started
the Earth Day Great Western Trail litter
clean up 25 years ago… Thank you Ed and
Sycamore Lions Club

Sycamore Lions Club and volunteers 25th year Great Western Trail clean up

\

Where’s Waldo ?

Maintenance Report for Southern Preserves. Patrick McCrea and FP staff
This winter kept staff busy with ice, wind, and snow bringing down many trees and branches throughout the preserves.
Now that the snow has melted final trail, road, and green space clean ups have begun. Along with removing debris left
over from winter storms and winter work, staff have been re-grading roads to prepare them for spring visitors. As
always staff have been working diligently to keep facilities clean and inviting to visitors. This spring we added some new
poster boards to some of the preserves to help educate on wildlife and plant species native to Illinois. As always we
work with natural resource staff. This past month has been mainly controlled burns and brush removal

The Annual Russell Hustle April 13th at Russell Woods Forest Preserve
is a 5K Trail Run and 2K Fun Run! All proceeds will go to St. Mary School, Sycamore for
the school scholarship fund.

Spring 2019 Prescribed Fire Report
Prescribed fire is one of our most important and least expensive management tools that we can
apply to our preserves. For thousands of years fire has shaped the habitats and ecologies of
Illinois and DeKalb County. Our Forest Preserves represent islands of bio-diversity in a
landscape dominated by agriculture and it is important that we employ this tool on the largest
scale possible in order to restore and protect as many of our preserved acres as we can.
Some of the benefits of prescribed fire- Without fire, natural areas become thickets of invasive brush making it difficult or impossible
for our native plants and animals to survive.
- Fire helps maintain the health of an existing natural area containing native plants.
- Fire restores nutrients and helps lead to more desirable plant growth in the future.
- Fire clears old growth from management areas allowing crews to manage invasive and nonnative species earlier in the spring.
Our fire crew is highly trained and experienced. We have two Illinois Prescribed fire managers,
and hundreds of hours of burn experience. We employ methods of preparation that give us the
highest chance of successful fires allowing us to follow our prescription without any incidents
that require extra time and effort to extinguish. We have been provided with the tools
necessary to carry out our burns in a safe and efficient manner with as little stress on the
personnel preforming the fires as possible.
Burn sites are selected based on a loose rotation and on the need for fire for weed and invasive
species control. We call the time between fires the fire return intervals (FRI). Some sites have a
FRI of a year but most prairie sites are on a three year rotation while woodlands should have a
FRI of 5 to 7 years. This year we burned nearly 175 acres, covering 13 fire units at 5 preserves.
Our burns this spring focused on prairie and wetlands that have infestations of the non-native
Reed Canary grass (RCG). By burning these areas off we are able to spray off the RCG as soon as
it emerges. This also allows us to be on-target and spray just the RCG without damaging many
of the other plants in the area. RCG is one of the first plants to emerge after a fire and is easier
to see in the burned off landscape than it would be in unburned.
This spring I feel that we had a very successful burn season. Our crew really came together,
communicated well, and performed exceptionally on some rather technical burns. I want to
thank Patrick McCrea for doing a great job as a line boss, giving good input on fire operations,
and training crew and volunteers. Damon Lubkeman, our part-time restoration technician, did a
great job this year and his knowledge and understanding of fire and fire operations really
expanded over this spring. Dale Harrolle and Jeff Perry did some great work on the lines this
year. They were great assets to our burns this spring and both of their abilities increased
dramatically. John Hennagan volunteered with us for the whole season and his knowledge and

experience were invaluable. Al Roloff came out to burn on several occasions and also led the
weekly stewardship days two times when we were out burning. Thanks Al! I’d also like to thank
all the other volunteers and NIU students who came out to assist. Finally I’d like to thank Terry
Hannan for his support and for making sure that we have all of the equipment and tools that
we need to conduct our fires.
In the coming seasons our goals are to clear more firebreaks in our wooded areas so that we
can burn in them on a more regular basis. We would also like to move away from burning off
smaller units and move towards burning larger units within each preserve.
I have attached a sample of our burn plans and maps as well as some photos of the fires and
our crews.

Crew after our final fire at Prairie oaks.

DeKalb County Forest Preserve District Controlled Burn Plan
I
II.
III.

Date:_4/01/19_____
Time:_1030_______
Unit/ Area: Afton-Southwest WMB Overflow and Margins
Weather forecast within one hour before burn
__40__ Temperature (humidity will half with a 20 degree difference in temperature)
__50__ Relative Humidity: (25% is the lowest for most burns)
__12_ Apparent wind at 20 ft. (wind speed given by weather forecasters, 20mph is the highest
for most burns)
__ 10 Winds at fuel height (speed/direction)
__3__ Haines index
____5__Ventilation Rate
____25_Mixing Heights

IV.

Pre Burn Checklist and Crew Briefing
A. Prior to Burn Crew Briefing Fire unit is as described in plan
 Required firebreaks are complete
 Official and neighbor notifications complete
 Required equipment is loaded and functioning
 Planned ignition and containment methods are appropriate
 Planned contingencies and mop-up are appropriate
B. Crew Briefing
 Each crew has a burn unit map
 Fire unit size and boundaries discussed
 Fire unit hazards discussed
 Purpose of the burn
 Anticipated fire and smoke behavior
 Review organization of crew and assignments

Prescribed Burn Manager: Joshua Clark, Natural Resource Manager
Crew Leaders: Patrick McCrea, John Hennegin
Crew 1
Crew 2
Crew Leader: John Hennegin
Crew Leader: Patrick McCrea
Damon Lubkeman
Dale Harrole
Jeff Perry
Al Roloff

Fire Scout/Weather_____Josh C__________
Road Monitor_N/A____________________
Notes: Winds up after 11. No go on 2nd unit.

Fire Unit Map on back

Igniting head fire at Afton Middle Prairie

Fire burning out undesirable trees at Afton wetland bank

Crew that Burned Sorenson Prairie at Afton

Sometimes we have to do internal ignition to get wet pockets to burn.

Al Roloff sharing a tall tale.

Terry taking a photo of the crew with the burned out Prairie Oaks.

Prairie Oaks burn

